RACING INCIDENTS
IN BRIEF OF IMMEDIATE PAST 6 RUNS
st Race The Royal Plate Div - I
1
EXPLOSIVE
Hy19-20 - 24 ⁄

2 20196

Cl-IV, 20-45, 5 year olds and upward
8

1200 Mts.

8

bumped at about the 200 mtrs. Hy20-21 - 2211⁄2013 met interference at about the 300 mtrs.

61⁄20(118)

SOUL EMPRESS

Hy19-20 Jockey reported that his mount was hanging in, in the final stages of the race more so under
pressure. 92⁄201505 Jockey reported that his mount was hanging in for great part of the race.

Hy19-20 - 172⁄201758 met interference in soon after the start. and App was cautioned for taking long lead in the initial
stages of the race resulting in his mount tiring in the final stages of the race and dropping back. 222⁄20(191) Trainer was fined for inconsistent running of
his charge. Hy20-21 - 1911⁄2073 Jockey was fined for changing the course on more than one occasion in the straight for no apparent reason. The Jockey
further reported loss of whip at about 150 mtrs.

MIND READER

Hy19-20 - 162⁄2017212 reared up as the start was effected losing about distance. Hy20-21 - 2211⁄201112 App that his
mount veered out immediately after the start.

HURRICANE

Hy19-20 - 1011⁄19139 App reported that his mount stumbled soon after the start for no apparent reason. 912⁄19680 was
examined at the Starting gates and as the gelding was showing the signs of discomfort, was permitted to be withdrawn. 102⁄2016411 met interference at
about the 300 mtrs.

N R I MAGIC

Hy19-20 - 162⁄201688 bumped immediately after the start.

ROYAL GREEN

Hy19-20 - 51⁄201147 met interference soon after the start. and sustained bleeding cut injury over left hind. 92⁄201549
met interference at about 800 meters. 242⁄201998 jumped out slowly losing about 2 or 3 lengths.

STORMY

Hy19-20 - 2312⁄19913 App suspend from riding in races for incompetent riding.

MINNELLI

HyM19 - 309⁄191459 lost its right fore shoe during the running of the race. Hy20-21 - 2211⁄20915 was observed to be
trotting lame on right fore due to tendon strain, as such the filly has been permitted to be withdrawn. 612⁄202717 met interference at about the 1000 mtrs.

TOUGH AND GO

Hy20-21 - 31⁄21595 met interference racing directly behind the fallen horse got hampered & lost its right fore shoe
during running of the race.
nd Race The Bakranangal Plate
Cl-3y, Maiden
1100 Mts.

BEDAZZLED

2
ALLAH RAKHI
2 lengths.

2012⁄20419

Hy20-21 - 2911⁄201811 Jockey reported that his mount threw her head up as the start was effected thereby losing 1 or
Jockey reported that his mount did not raise a fluent gallop throughout the race in the process finished the course distance behind.

INSIDE STORY

Hy20-21 - 612⁄202513 jumped out slowly losing about 1 or 2 length. 2012⁄20437 jumped out slowly losing about 2 or 3

lengths.
Hy20-21 - 2012⁄20416 met interference at about the 900 mtrs.
rd Race The Malvado Plate Div - I
Cl-III, 40-65, 5 year olds and upward

MUASER

3
RAPID FIRE

172⁄201812

222⁄201899

1200 Mts.

Hy19-20 met interference soon after the start.
met interference at about the 800 mtrs and
received interference at about the 800 mtrs, was trotting lame on right fore due to fetlock joint sprain. Hy20-21 - 612⁄20266 met interference at about the
900 mtrs.

CITY OF BLOSSOM

Hy19-20 - 242⁄201965 bumped at about the 200 mtrs.

Hy18-19 - 102⁄191806 returned bleeding from both the nostrils. Hy19-20 - 271⁄201478 stumbled soon after the start for
no apparent reason in the process lost about a length. 222⁄201856 returned bleeding from both the nostrils. Hy20-21 - 612⁄20286 Jockey was fined for
tender handling of his mount in the initial stages of the race in the process failed to improve his position to be well up with field.

N R I ELEGANCE
LOCH STELLA

Hy20-21 - 1911⁄20211 Jockey cautioned to be more vigorous in his efforts in the straight.

Hy19-20 - 222⁄201858 On endoscopic examination, revealed as bleeder. Hy20-21 - 31⁄21604 App was severely
reprimanded for failing to follow the given instructions of positioning his mount in 3/4 position, instead pushed and went to front.

BLAZER

LOCKHART
Hy20-21 - 2911⁄20235 jumped out slowly losing about 4 to 5 lengths. 612⁄20300 was observed to be trotting lame as
such the gelding has been permitted to be withdrawn.
DUNKIRK

Hy20-21 - 1911⁄2042 met interference soon after the start and again in the final stages of the race. 2911⁄20198 met

interference soon after the start.

LINEWILER

Hy19-20 - 191⁄201369 met interference at about 100mts.

HyM19 - 239⁄19(134) Jockey was cautioned for failing to maintain a straight course in the final stages of the race.
Hy20-21 - 1911⁄2043 Jockey reported that his mount tried to run out from about the 200 mtrs.
th Race The Malvado Plate Div - II
Cl-III, 40-65, 5 year olds and upward
1200 Mts.

BEST IN SHOW

4
SITARA

Hy19-20 - 311⁄1933 Jockey reported that his mount was lugging in, in the final stages of the race. 2511⁄19386 met
interference at the start & An enquiry has been opened into the running and riding. 172⁄201813 returned bleeding. Hy20-21 - 612⁄20265 App was cautioned
to make more determined efforts to follow the given instructions for going to front.

PALACE ON WHEELS
Hy19-20 - 222⁄20(185) Trainer was fined for inconsistent running of his charge. Hy20-21 - 2012⁄204713 took a fly jump
in the process lost about 2 or 3 lengths.
HyM19 - 99⁄191135 returned bleeding from both the nostrils. Hy19-20 - 2312⁄19952 was denied a clear un in the final
400 mtrs due to wall of horses racing in front & reported loss of the whip at about the 100 mtrs. Hy20-21 - 612⁄202612 Jockey was cautioned to be more
vigorous in his efforts in the initial stages of the race to be well up with the field.

MARINA DEL REY
MAX

Hy19-20 - 102⁄201598 met interference about 800 mtrs to 700 mtrs.

CELERITAS

Hy20-21 - 612⁄20285 sustained bruised injury over left fore.

Hy19-20 - 102⁄201594 met interference in the final stages of the race and lost its right fore shoe during the running of
bumped at about the 900 mtrs. Hy20-21 - 1911⁄2028 met interference at about the 250 mtrs. 612⁄20260 was troublesome to stall and
the race.
also her bridle came off, as such the mare has been permitted to be withdrawn. 2712⁄205410 App reported that his mount took an awkward jump resulting
in him getting unbalanced on his mount and got dislodged The filly ran the course riderless the filly sustained bleeding deep cut injury over left fore.

LA MER

172⁄201789

ASHWA ARJUN
Hy20-21 - 1312⁄20365 App reported that his mount was tending to run out in the straight and in the process drifted out
was not accepted and the App. was severely reprimanded to exercise greater control over his mounts in future.
Hy19-20 - 92⁄201557 met interference soon after the start.
th Race The Palampet Plate Div - I
Cl-IV, 20-45

MR.SHANGHAI

5
ALTA VITA

1800 Mts.

Hy19-20 - 92⁄201515 Jockey was slow into stride in the initial stages of the race. 172⁄201754 met interference in soon
4
2
after the start. 24 ⁄20199 slow out.

QUEEN DAENERYS

Hy20-21 - 2012⁄20424 Jockey was severely reprimanded for riding contrary to the given instructions.

Hy19-20 - 222⁄201867 Jockey reported that his saddle moved front soon after the start as such he could not assist his
mount to complete advantage throughout the race.

CHELTENHAM

Hy19-20 - 92⁄201528 Jockey reported that his mount did not like the slow initial pace, as he is a big made horse as
such he did not raise a fluent gallop in the straight. Hy20-21 - 2211⁄20136 Jockey was severely reprimanded for maintaining erratic course in the straight.

ADVANCE GUARD

Hy19-20 - 191⁄201344 jumped out slowly losing about 1 or 2 lengths. 222⁄201846 Jockey reported that his mount was
lugging in, in the final 300 mtrs. Hy20-21 - 2211⁄2094 Jockey reported that his mount was hanging in, in the straight more so under pressure inspite of his
best efforts. 1312⁄20345 Jockey reported that his mount was hanging in, in the straight.

LIGHTNING POWER

FASHION UNIVERSE

Hy20-21 - 1911⁄2088 met interference at about the 1000 mtrs & sustained cut injuries over right fore.

HONOURABLE GUEST

Hy20-21 - 61⁄216213 Jockey reported that his mount was trying to run out throughout the race inspite of his best efforts.

Hy19-20 - 92⁄201499 Jockey reported that his mount was trying to run out throughout the race. Hy20-21 - 1312⁄20389
sustained clipped injury over the right hind. 61⁄21638 met interference soon after the start & was fractious inside the stall and also slow out.

PRIME GARDENIA

Hy19-20 - 242⁄202016 met interference at about the 700 mtrs.
th Race The Hrc Golconda 1000 Guineas (grade-ii)
Cl-1G, Terms

ICE BERRY

6
GOOD CONNECTION

1600 Mts.

242⁄202012

Hy19-20 was hanging in from about the 400 mtrs more so under pressure, as such Jockey could not able
to ride out his mount to complete advantage in the final stages of the race. Hy20-21 - 1911⁄2052 Jockey reported that his mount was hanging in, in the
final stages of the race.

LACROSSE
Hy19-20 - 812⁄19574 Jockey reported that his mount did not show initial speed, as such he was unable to position his
mount well up with the field in the initial stages of the race.
MIRANA
slow out.

271⁄20(144)

Hy19-20 - 2312⁄19894 Jockey reported that his mount ran green throughout the race inspite of their best efforts and
met interference soon after the start.

NIGHT SECRET

Bg20-21 - 711⁄20(9) met interference soon after the start. Md20-21 - 1512⁄20443 met interference 50 metres after the

start.
th Race The Palampet Plate Div - II

7
PEAKY BLINDERS
GOLDEN HOPE

Hy20-21 -

Cl-IV, 20-45

1800 Mts.

2911⁄20242

Jockey reported that his mount was hanging in, in the final stages of the race.

242⁄201993

took a fly jump as the start was effected in the process lost about 1 or 2 lengths. Hy20-21 - 612⁄203113

Hy19-20 was trotting lame on left fore due to shoulder sprain.

Hy19-20 - 242⁄201969 met interference soon after the start. Hy20-21 - 2712⁄20516 App. was fined for failing to ride out
his mount to complete advantage in the initial stages of the race & sustained superficial injury over right mid third outer cannon.

PLATINUM CLAASZ

SWEET MELODY
Hy19-20 - 222⁄201842 Jockey was fined for failing to exercise greater control over his mount and met interference at
about the 300 mtrs. Hy20-21 - 2211⁄201310 veered onto outer track in the final stages of the race. 2911⁄20206 Jockey was cautioned to be more vigorous
in his efforts in the initial stages of the race to be well up with the field.
Hy19-20 - 191⁄201348 jumped out slowly losing about 1 or 2 lengths. Hy20-21 - 2012⁄20426 Jockey reported that his
mount did not raise a winning gallop in the straight.

EAGLE BLUFF

FOREVER BOND
withdrawn

Hy20-21 - 1911⁄2050 reluctant to be stalled inspite of several attempts, as such the above horses was permitted to be

Hy19-20 - 812⁄19576 met interference soon after the start. Hy20-21 - 612⁄202711 Jockey was severely reprimanded for
dropping his hands in the final stages of the race for no apparent reason.

GRAND FINALE

Hy19-20 - 2912⁄19983 App reported that his mount held the bit on the left and tried to run out from about the 1000
meters in the process veered out on to outer track at about 400 metres. and jumped out slowly. 172⁄201833 Jockey reported that he was denied a clear
run 100 mtrs after the start due to wall of horses racing in front. Hy20-21 - 612⁄20324 App was severely reprimanded for dropping his hands in the final
stages of the race. 61⁄21700 App was injured in the gates, as such the gelding has been permitted to be withdrawn.
th Race The Royal Plate Div - II
Cl-IV, 20-45, 5 year olds and upward
1200 Mts.

DILLON

8
GAZEBO

Hy19-20 - 51⁄201106 met interference at about the 400 mtrs. 162⁄201713 Jockey was fined for travelling wide from about
the 400 mts.
reared up and got stuck inside the gates as such the gelding has been permitted to be withdrawn. Hy20-21 - 1312⁄20368 App
was severely reprimanded for dropping back in the initial stages of the race and also drifting out in the straight for no apparent reason.
242⁄201980

HyM19 - 2110⁄191913 App reported that his mount was trying to run out soon after the start. Hy19-20 - 172⁄2018312
returned lame on right fore due to shoulder sprain. Hy20-21 - 1312⁄203511 App was severely reprimanded for tender handling of his mount in the initial
stages of the race.

MEHRZAD

NEW STATE
Hy19-20 - 2312⁄19958 reared up as the start was effected thereby losing about a distance. 162⁄201723 Jockey reported
that he was denied a clear run soon after the start due to crowding of the runners racing in front as such he could not position his mount well up with the
field in the initial stages of the race. Hy20-21 - 2211⁄20149 took a fly jump losing about 1 or 2 lengths. 612⁄20290 was fractious and reared up inside the
starting stalls, resulting in the saddle slipped, as such the mare has been permitted to be withdrawn.
SOLO WINNER
Hy20-21 - 2211⁄201114 met interference soon after the start. 612⁄20313 met inteference soon after the start & App was
cautioned for travelling wide in the straight for no apparent reason. 31⁄21588 met interference at about the 900 mtrs.
STAR RACER
Hy19-20 - 172⁄201772 bumped at about the 450 mtrs. and stumbled at about the 400 mtrs for no apparent reason.
Hy20-21 - 2211⁄201312 bumped at about 400 metres. 1312⁄20405 saddle slipped behind during the running of the race.
Hy19-20 - 1111⁄19167 Jockey that his mount did not raise a fluent gallop and dropped back from about the 400 mtrs.
Subsequent Endoscopic examination revealed as a bleeder. 92⁄201565 bumped soon after the start. 242⁄2019412 veered out soon after the start.

KIMBERLY CRUISE

HyM19 - 1410⁄191736 Jockey was severely reprimanded for failing to persevere with his mount in the initial stages of
the race thereby losing his position. Hy19-20 - 2312⁄19917 met interference soon after the start. 92⁄201567 met interference at about 900 metres and
Jockey reported loss of whip at about 250 mtrs.

BLAZING JUPITER

HyM19 - 169⁄191210 was observed to be trotting lame on left fore, as such the filly has been permitted to be withdrawn
on Veterinary grounds. Hy20-21 - 2211⁄20913 returned lame on left fore due to shoulder sprain.

FLYING QUEEN
MACHISMO

on Veterinary grounds.
sprain.

99⁄191084

HyM19 - 268⁄19790 was observed to be trotting short on both fore, as such the horse has been permitted to be withdrawn
was observed to travel wide in the straight inspite of Jockeys efforts, the rig revealed lame on right hind due to back

